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BEDROOMS

In keeping with the building’s traditional bone structure & classical proportions, Trevillion Interiors have  
prepared a timeless interior design solution incorporating all
Bespoke case goods cleverly designed to conceal the guest room facilities and an elegant use of polished timber 
and “cricket ball” stitched faux hide gives a touch of the “Quintessentially English” app
location.

State of the art technology will allow a responsible approach to water and energy efficiency without compromise 
to the guest experience.

A neutral based colour palette with strong colour highlights will define the furnish
hotel to deliver a seamless concept from public areas to guest rooms. The varying intensity of colour from one 
space to another will identify the area and deliver the unique “feel” & atmosphere appropriate to its use. 
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In keeping with the building’s traditional bone structure & classical proportions, Trevillion Interiors have  
prepared a timeless interior design solution incorporating all the valuable amenities expected of a four star hotel. 
Bespoke case goods cleverly designed to conceal the guest room facilities and an elegant use of polished timber 
and “cricket ball” stitched faux hide gives a touch of the “Quintessentially English” approach so suited to the 

State of the art technology will allow a responsible approach to water and energy efficiency without compromise 

A neutral based colour palette with strong colour highlights will define the furnishing scheme throughout the 
hotel to deliver a seamless concept from public areas to guest rooms. The varying intensity of colour from one 
space to another will identify the area and deliver the unique “feel” & atmosphere appropriate to its use. 

In keeping with the building’s traditional bone structure & classical proportions, Trevillion Interiors have  
the valuable amenities expected of a four star hotel. 

Bespoke case goods cleverly designed to conceal the guest room facilities and an elegant use of polished timber 
roach so suited to the 

State of the art technology will allow a responsible approach to water and energy efficiency without compromise 

ing scheme throughout the 
hotel to deliver a seamless concept from public areas to guest rooms. The varying intensity of colour from one 
space to another will identify the area and deliver the unique “feel” & atmosphere appropriate to its use. 
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POLO BAR

The Polo Bar will have new carpeting and a colour scheme to give it a club lounge. Softer seating and the same 
colour palette as the Reception to ensure a seamless link though the two areas. The Polo Bar is so named after 
the Hotel’s owner owning the Dubai Polo Team. This will be represented with memorabilia and photographs of 
the team set in frames above the timber panelling.

Ultimately, the public areas of the hotel will be classic boutique in style with elements which reflect the h
the building and the local area.  
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The Polo Bar will have new carpeting and a colour scheme to give it a club lounge. Softer seating and the same 
colour palette as the Reception to ensure a seamless link though the two areas. The Polo Bar is so named after 

owner owning the Dubai Polo Team. This will be represented with memorabilia and photographs of 
the team set in frames above the timber panelling.

Ultimately, the public areas of the hotel will be classic boutique in style with elements which reflect the h

The Polo Bar will have new carpeting and a colour scheme to give it a club lounge. Softer seating and the same 
colour palette as the Reception to ensure a seamless link though the two areas. The Polo Bar is so named after 

owner owning the Dubai Polo Team. This will be represented with memorabilia and photographs of 

Ultimately, the public areas of the hotel will be classic boutique in style with elements which reflect the history of 
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RECEPTION 

Trevillion Interiors have designed this space to be a luxurious and inviting welcome to the hotel by incorporating a 
rich colour palette of burnt orange and aub
These will be accompanied by a bespoke handmade rug and a Julian Chichester credenza.

There is new soft seating throughout this area to create a Lounge area and the lighting has all been
sparkle and to create a cosy feeling in the evenings. It is a mixture of decorative glass pendants and quirky 
standing and table lamps.

Behind the Reception desk there will be an Osborne and Little wallpaper in dark chocolate and burnt ora
colours depicting trees to reflect the local area. 
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Trevillion Interiors have designed this space to be a luxurious and inviting welcome to the hotel by incorporating a 
rich colour palette of burnt orange and aubergine with glass pendants and a large scale ornate mahogany mirror. 
These will be accompanied by a bespoke handmade rug and a Julian Chichester credenza.

There is new soft seating throughout this area to create a Lounge area and the lighting has all been
sparkle and to create a cosy feeling in the evenings. It is a mixture of decorative glass pendants and quirky 

Behind the Reception desk there will be an Osborne and Little wallpaper in dark chocolate and burnt ora
colours depicting trees to reflect the local area. 

   

Trevillion Interiors have designed this space to be a luxurious and inviting welcome to the hotel by incorporating a 
ergine with glass pendants and a large scale ornate mahogany mirror. 

These will be accompanied by a bespoke handmade rug and a Julian Chichester credenza.

There is new soft seating throughout this area to create a Lounge area and the lighting has all been chosen to add 
sparkle and to create a cosy feeling in the evenings. It is a mixture of decorative glass pendants and quirky 

Behind the Reception desk there will be an Osborne and Little wallpaper in dark chocolate and burnt orange 


